Selective Attention to Semantic and Syntactic Features Modulates Sentence Processing Networks in Anterior Temporal Cortex

Numerous studies have identified an anterior temporal lobe (ATL) region that responds preferentially to sentence-level stimuli. It is unclear, however, whether this activity reflects a response to syntactic computations or some form of semantic integration. This distinction is difficult to investigate with the stimulus manipulations and anomaly detection paradigms traditionally implemented. The present functional magnetic resonance imaging study addresses this question via a selective attention paradigm. Subjects monitored for occasional semantic anomalies or occasional syntactic errors, thus directing their attention to semantic integration, or syntactic properties of the sentences. The hemodynamic response in the sentence-selective ATL region (defined with a localizer scan) was examined during anomaly/error-free sentences only, to avoid confounds due to error detection. The majority of the sentence-specific region of interest was equally modulated by attention to syntactic or compositional semantic features, whereas a smaller subregion was only modulated by the semantic task. We suggest that the sentence-specific ATL region is sensitive to both syntactic and integrative semantic functions during sentence processing, with a smaller portion of this area preferentially involved in the later. This study also suggests that selective attention paradigms may be effective tools to investigate the functional diversity of networks involved in sentence processing.
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Introduction

Identification of neural circuits supporting sentence-level processing in comprehension remains an important but elusive goal in cognitive neuroscience. In order to process a spoken sentence, the listener must not only process word-level phonological, semantic, and syntactic information, but also sentence-level syntactic and semantic properties. Broca’s area traditionally has been the central focus in investigating these sentence-level processes (Caramazza and Zurif 1976; Linebarger et al. 1983; Caplan et al. 2000), but more recent work has suggested that Broca’s area plays only a limited role in receptive syntax (Grodzinsky 2000). Thus, investigations of syntactic processing have begun to target other cortical regions, particularly the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) (Mazoyer et al. 1993; Dronkers et al. 1994, 2004; Stowe et al. 1999; Friederici and Von Cramon 2000; Friederici et al. 2000; Humphries et al. 2001, 2005; Meyer et al. 2003). Some of these studies are reviewed below to summarize the known response properties of the ATL during sentence comprehension. (In the context of studies of sentence processing, the relevant regions of the ATL are on the lateral aspect and may include [in various studies] structures ranging from those in the superior temporal sulcus to the inferior temporal gyrus.)

Neuropsychological data have provided evidence implicating the ATL in sentence processing. Dronkers et al. (2004) tested patients with focal brain lesions using a sentence comprehension battery that included various degrees of morphosyntactic complexity. Performance on this comprehension test was examined in relation to lesion location. Damage to the left ATL (anterior Brodmann Area (BA) 22) was correlated with deficits in sentence comprehension and appeared to affect comprehension of all but the simplest sentence structures, such as declarative sentences. The authors concluded that the ATL is likely involved in “very basic aspects of morphosyntactic comprehension” (Dronkers et al. 2004).

In functional imaging research, Mazoyer et al. (1993) were among the first to observe that anterior temporal regions respond fairly selectively to sentence-level stimuli. Their positron emission tomography study compared brain activation associated with listening to sentences in the subjects’ native language, sentences in an unfamiliar language, pseudoword sentences (content words replaced with nonwords), semantically anomalous sentences, and word lists. Thus, 3 of the stimulus conditions contained syntactic information that was accessible to the subject (the normal sentences, the pseudoword sentences, and the semantically anomalous sentences), whereas the other 2 conditions did not. Mazoyer et al. found that the ATL, bilaterally, was activated during the perception of the 3 syntactically structured stimulus conditions, but not during the perception of the nonstructured stimuli. Broca’s area did not show the same response pattern, but rather was activated during the presentation of both word lists and sentences in the subjects’ native language, but not during the other structured conditions. Other studies have confirmed that the response to speech stimuli in Broca’s area does not track with the presence or absence of syntactic information (Humphries et al. 2001, 2005, 2006).

A number of recent functional imaging studies have corroborated Mazoyer et al.’s findings. Regions of the ATL are more active while listening to sentences than to word lists, scrambled sentences, and environmental sound sequences; pseudoword sentences also appear to drive anterior temporal activation compared with numerous control conditions (Mazoyer et al. 1993; Stowe et al. 1999; Friederici and Von Cramon 2000; Friederici et al. 2000; Humphries et al. 2001, 2005). Again, Broca’s area is not consistently activated in sentence minus nonsentence contrasts in these studies.

The above studies all used stimulus manipulations in the context of cognitive subtraction approaches to isolate syntactic processing. Other paradigms have also found evidence that the ATL participates in syntactic aspects of sentence processing. For example, Friederici and colleagues have used anomaly
detection paradigms within both electrophysiological and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) contexts to investigate the functional neuroanatomy of syntactic processing (Rosler et al. 1993; Meyer et al. 2000; Hahne and Friederici 2002; Friederici et al. 2003; among others). Friederici et al.'s event-related potential work suggests that syntactic anomalies elicit an early left anterior negativity, which is suggested to be linked to inferior frontal gyrus and anterior superior temporal function (Friederici and Kotz 2003). Anomaly paradigms using fMRI also have demonstrated increases in left ATL activity due to syntactic violations (Meyer et al. 2000; Friederici et al. 2003).

Although many authors have attributed ATL sentence selectivity to the region's role in syntactic processes, other investigators have considered a possible role for the ATL in combinatorial semantics (Vandenbergh et al. 2002), that is, the process of combining syntactic and lexical-semantic information to derive sentence meaning (e.g., the operations that lead to different interpretations of Dog bites man vs. Man bites dog). For example, Vandenbergh et al. examined activations associated with reading semantically coherent sentences, semantically random sentences (content words randomly chosen), and scrambled versions of each of these stimuli. Consistent with the studies discussed above, Vandenbergh et al. identified a region of the ATL that responded preferentially to structured sentences independently of the semantic coherence of the stimuli. However, they also found a subarea of the ATL that showed greater activity for structured sentences than for scrambled sentences, but only when the structured sentences were semantically coherent. The authors argued that this interaction between syntax and semantics indicates that this ATL area might be involved in compositional semantics. Humphries et al. (2006) conducted a similar experiment in which stimuli were sentences, semantically random sentences, pseudoword sentences, or scrambled versions of each. Although they replicated the main effect of syntactic structure in the ATL (activation greater for sentences than unstructured noun lists), they found that the semantic manipulations produced effects in the opposite direction in a subregion of the ATL with normal (semanically congruent) sentences leading to greater activation than semantically random or pseudoword sentences. Task differences (one-back vs. ratings of meaningfulness) were cited as a possible explanation for the discrepancy. Nonetheless, both studies did uncover evidence for a possible partitioning of the ATL into one region that is primarily responsive to syntactic structure and another that is sensitive to compositional semantic processes.

Both Vandenbergh et al. and Humphries et al. used stimulus manipulations to assess the relative contributions of syntactic versus combinatorial semantic computations in the ATL during sentence processing. One problem with this approach is that it involves the processing of atypical sentences (semantically random and/or scrambled sentences), and it is unclear how this relates to processing normally structured and semantically coherent structures because it is difficult or impossible to manipulate one of these dimensions without affecting the other. A similar problem plagues studies that examine brain responses to syntactic violations: it is unclear whether this manipulation highlights regions involved in normal syntactic computation, or regions that are reactive to error detection (or both).

The goal of the present study was to assess the relative contributions of the ATL to syntactic versus combinatorial semantic operations using a paradigm that does not rely on processing atypical sentences, or on stimulus manipulations at all. To this end, we employed a selective attention paradigm to modulate attention between syntactic and sentence-level semantic processes. Selective attention has been shown to effectively modulate neural activity in visual, auditory, and linguistic tasks (Corbetta et al. 1990; Platel et al. 1997; Chawla et al. 1999; Ni et al. 2000; Von Kriegstein et al. 2003; Cant and Goodale 2007). In an fMRI study, we asked participants to attend either to syntactic or compositional semantic aspects of normally structured and semantically coherent sentences. Vigilance was monitored by including occasional syntactic or semantically anomalous sentences, which crucially, were excluded from the fMRI analysis. This paradigm has the advantage that stimuli can remain constant across conditions (sentences were in fact identical in both the semantic and syntactic attention conditions across subjects) and we can examine brain responses during the processing of normally structured and semantically coherent sentences. We were particularly interested in determining whether 2 distinct ATL regions would be identified using this paradigm: one that is primarily sensitive to syntactic operations and therefore should show increased activation during attention to syntactic properties of sentences, and another region primarily sensitive to compositional semantic operations and therefore should show increased activation during attention to compositional semantic properties of sentences.

Regions of interest (ROIs) in the ATL were localized by identifying areas more active for correct sentences than noun lists. We then determined whether attention to syntactic or combinatorial semantic features could modulate activity in these ATL regions. If the ROIs are involved in syntactic computations, it is predicted that attending to the syntactic information of correct meaningful sentences would lead to an increase in the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response in these regions. Alternatively, if ATL regions are recruited in combinatorial processing, attending to the overall meaning of correct meaningful sentences should modulate neural activity.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Fourteen right-handed native English speakers (9 males, 5 females; mean age = 23 years, range 19-31) participated in this study. All participants were free of neurological disease (self report) and gave informed consent under a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California, Irvine.

Experiment Design and Stimuli

Our event-related experiment consisted of the subject listening to individual sentences and, in separate runs, either making syntactic acceptability or semantic anomaly judgments. Specifically, in the syntactic task, subjects were instructed to press a response button when they heard a syntactic error, whereas in the semantic task they were instructed to press a response button when they heard a semantic anomaly. Subjects were given several examples of each error type and completed practice trials prior to scanning to ensure mastery of both tasks.

Unacceptable/anomalous sentences occurred in 20% of trials (10% syntactically unacceptable, 10% semantically anomalous), and occurred at the same frequency in both task conditions so that the only variable manipulated was the task (pressing a button upon detecting a syntactic error or detecting a semantic anomaly). A given sentence only contained one type of violation. Only the correct (error-free) sentences...
were used in the analysis to avoid measuring activations associated with error detection.

Subjects participated in 5 scanning runs. The first was a "localizer" designed to identify regions that demonstrate relatively selective responses to sentences, as have been found in several previous studies. This run consisted of 20 sentences and 20 noun lists presented in a random order, again following prior experiments (Mazoyer et al. 1993; Humphries et al. 2006). In this localizer run, subjects were asked to listen attentively to all stimuli, but made no overt responses (i.e., "passive listening").

In 2 of the remaining runs, subjects were instructed to press a button whenever they heard a syntactic violation. In the 2 other runs, subjects were instructed to press a button when a semantic anomaly occurs. Button box responses to the error/anomaly detection tasks were recorded. These responses were used to ensure that the subjects were attending to the correct sentence features and to remove false alarm trials from the imaging analysis. Across subjects, the order of the syntactic and semantic runs was counterbalanced. Each run consisted of 60 trials (40 correct, 6 syntactically unacceptable, 6 semantically anomalous). Each trial consisted of a warning tone (1 s), the sentence (3 s), and a rest period of 10, 12, or 14 s. All stimuli were recorded by a male speaker and edited using Audacity sound-editing software. Stimuli in the localizer run were sentences and noun lists, matched for length (see Appendix A). The sentences included active and passive constructions, each containing either a prepositional phrase or relative clause. The noun lists consisted of common nouns, each one to 3 syllables in length. The nouns were recorded as individual words, rather than as a list with "list intonation." The nouns were arranged into lists pseudorandomly with the constraint that the lists matched the sentences in terms of overall syllable length. We used noun lists (versus including verbs and closed-class items) in order to decrease the probability that subjects would unconsciously try to extract sentence-like structure from the lists.

Stimuli in the experimental runs (see Appendix A) were sentences of the form (noun phrase-verb-noun phrase), where one of the noun phrases was modified by a prepositional phrase, for example:

The vase on the desk was holding some flowers.

The mechanic was fixing a bus in the garage.

Syntactic violations were restricted to number agreement between determiner and noun ("A vases, or 'those vase') or between noun and verb ("the vases was...). This allowed us to position the violation in early, middle, or late stages of the sentence, thus requiring subjects to attend to the entire sentence. The prepositional phrase allowed us to ensure that subjects were processing the structure hierarchically rather than simply using an adjacency strategy ("the vases on the desk was...).

Semantic (i.e., pragmatic) violations involved thematic role incompatibility ("the flowers were holding the vase...") or incompatibility between the noun and the prepositional phrase ("the desk on the vase..."). Again, this allowed us to place the anomaly in an early, middle, or late position in the sentence. A given error sentence contained only one type of violation. No subject heard more than one version of a given sentence, but sentences were balanced equally across subjects, and task conditions; i.e., the exact same sentences appeared in both task conditions, thus ensuring that nuisance variables such as word frequency, concept familiarity, and length were precisely controlled.

**fMRI Data Acquisition and Processing**

Data were collected at the University of California Irvine's Phillips-Picker 1.5 Tesla scanner. A high-resolution anatomical image was acquired, in the axial plane, with a 3D fat-suppressed gradient recalled echo pulse sequence for each subject (field of view [FOV] = 250 mm, time repetition [TR] = 13 ms, flip angle = 20°, voxel size = 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm). Functional MRI data was collected using single-shot echo-planar imaging (FOV = 250 mm, TR = 2 s, TE = 40 ms, flip angle = 90°, voxel size = 1.95 mm × 1.95 mm × 5 mm). MRicro (Rorden and Brett 2000) was used to reconstruct the high-resolution structural image, and an in-house Matlab program was used to reconstruct the echo-planar images. Functional volumes were aligned to the sixth volume in the series using a 6-parameter rigid-body model to correct for subject motion (Cox and Jesmanowicz 1999). Each volume then was spatially filtered (full width half maximum = 8 mm) to better accommodate group analysis.

**Data Analysis**

Analysis of Functional Neuroimaging software (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni) was used to perform a multiple regression analysis on the time course of each voxel's BOLD response for each subject (Cox and Hyde 1997). Regressors for each condition (passive listening to sentences, passive listening to noun lists, perception of correct sentences during the syntactic task, perception of correct sentences during the sentence-level semantic task, and perception of incorrect/anomalous sentences during both tasks) were generated. These regressors (in addition to motion correction parameters and the grand mean) were convolved with a hemodynamic response function to create predictor variables for analysis. An F-statistic was calculated for each voxel, and activation maps were created for each subject to identify regions that were more active while listening to each type of stimuli compared with baseline scanner noise. The functional maps for each subject were transformed into standardized space and resampled into 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels (Talairach and Tournoix 1988) to facilitate group analysis.

As reviewed in the introduction, previous studies have found 1) that a region in the ATL is relatively sentence-specific in its BOLD response and 2) this region contains 2 subareas: one which appears to be more responsive to syntactic processing and another which appears to be more responsive to compositional semantic processing. As a part of our analysis strategy, therefore, we sought to identify an ATL ROI that is relatively sentence specific, and then to determine if subregions were modulated by the syntactic versus compositional semantic task. We defined the ATL ROI as previous studies have, by contrasting sentences with noun lists: a repeated-measures t test was performed to identify voxels that were more active during passive listening to sentences than to noun lists across subjects.

**Analysis of Attention Modulation**

Analysis of attentional effects proceeded along 2 paths. In one analysis, we mapped regions that were responsive to the perception of sentences during the syntactic task versus rest, the semantic task versus rest, or the conjunction of the 2. The resulting activation maps were examined in relation to the localizer-defined ROI. In a second analysis, we assessed whether there were any differential task effects within the ATL localizer-defined ROI by directly contrasting the 2 attentional task conditions.

Additionally, although inferior frontal regions were not identified by the sentence localizer, we explored the effects of our task manipulation on inferior frontal regions due to their frequent implication in sentence processing via various abnormal paradigms and stimulus manipulations. ROIs were defined by identifying inferior frontal regions whose activation passed threshold during the perception of correct sentences in either the syntactic or semantic task, or in both tasks. The response properties of these ROIs were further described by calculating across subjects the mean peak BOLD response during each task as well as for during the passive listening to sentences and noun lists.

**Results**

**Behavioral Data**

Response accuracy rates approached ceiling performance in both the syntactic (M = 95.7%) and semantic (M = 98%) tasks. A repeated-measures t test indicates that there was no significant difference between performance on the 2 tasks: t(13) = 0.61, P = 0.55.

**Sentence Localizer**

A voxel-wise repeated-measures t test identified anterior temporal regions that were more active during passive listening to sentences compared with noun lists across subjects. Voxel
responding more to sentences than noun lists \((P = 0.01)\) were found in the left ATL \((-47 17 -18)\) and right ATL \((52 18 -20)\) (see Fig. 1A). No other regions were more active for sentences than for noun lists at this threshold. The relatively liberal threshold of \(P = 0.01\) was used because 1) the "localizer" scan was comprised of a single run, and thus did not contain as many stimuli as has been typically used in previous studies of sentences compared with unstructured word strings and 2) this activation focus was used as an independently identified ROI for subsequent analyses; therefore we did not want a stringent threshold to exclude regions from this ROI that may be sensitive to sentence structure.

**Overall Task Effects**

Bilateral temporal and frontal regions typically implicated in speech processing were active during the perception of correct sentences in one or another task condition (or both) compared with rest (see Fig. 1B). (Correct sentences were defined as sentences that did not contain a syntactic or semantic error and were identified as correct by the subject. Only responses to correct sentences thus defined were analyzed; all results reported below are from this set of correct items.) The \(P = 0.005\) threshold (0.001 is typical) was used to map the task effects to ensure that close, but subthreshold effects were not obscured in this descriptive analysis. Regions that passed threshold during both task conditions included a large swath of activation along the superior and middle temporal gyri, as well as some smaller clusters in posterior frontal cortex. Regions that were significantly active during the semantic but not the syntactic task included a large left posterior temporal area \((#2\text{ in Fig. 2A})\), sites in the ATL bilaterally, and smaller clusters in posterior frontal cortex. Focal activations that reached threshold for the syntactic, but not the semantic task were also found in posterior temporal areas, dorsal STG, ATL, and several frontal regions including premotor areas and Broca’s region. Table 1 lists activation foci in Talairach coordinates, and Figure 2 shows amplitudes for both tasks in each activation focus (relative to rest), as well as the amplitudes for sentences and noun lists in the sentence localizer scan. Note that the relatively small differences in amplitude between task conditions is not surprising given that in both conditions, subjects are processing both syntactic and compositional semantic information. Our methodological goal was to use a selective attention manipulation to modulate the baseline activity in order to highlight relative processing differences between regions. It is clear from the data presented in Figures 1 and 2, that the study was successful in this respect.

Our theoretical goal in this study was to examine task effects in ATL regions. The whole brain activation maps show that ATL regions, generally, appear to contain functionally differentiated

---

**Figure 1.** (A) Anterior temporal regions more active for sentences than noun lists in the localizer run across subjects \((P < 0.01)\). (B) Regions active during the perception of correct sentences in both tasks, and each task respectively, compared with rest across subjects, \((P < 0.005)\). Regions indicated by an arrow and outlined in black correspond to regions identified by the sentences > noun list contrast shown in (A).
subfields, some of which are significantly activated only for the semantic task, some only for the syntactic task, and some for both tasks. But, activations associated with sentence processing compared with a resting baseline could be attributable to any number of processing stages ranging from acoustic analysis to compositional semantic computations. For this reason, we were particularly interested in the relation between the task effects on the one hand, and the sentence localizer ROIs on the other, as the sentence localizer should isolate sentence-level processes. Within these ROIs (black outlines in Fig. 1B), activation patterns were not uniform. Some clusters were active for the semantic task only (bilateral), some smaller clusters were active for the syntactic task only (right hemisphere), and some were active for both tasks (bilateral). The bulk of the left hemisphere sentence ROI responded to both tasks, whereas the right hemisphere ROI appeared more heterogeneous.

Thresholding effects in the above analysis, however, could either 1) obscure important differences in the modulation of the ATL ROI by the 2 task conditions (e.g., if both tasks are above threshold but nonetheless differ significantly from one another), or 2) falsely suggest that differences between task conditions exist, when they do not (e.g., if one task barely
both subregions: a relatively large subregion that was equally compositional semantic attention task (semantic task and a smaller subregion that was only modulated by the syntax over the semantic attention task even at very liberal thresholds). For this reason, we carried out a direct contrast analysis to determine if there were voxels in the left ROI that were more active during the semantic task compared with the syntactic task (BA 38, 41, 42 = 0.01, however, there were no voxels in either the left or right ROI that were significantly active in one task condition compared with the other. Second, at a slightly relaxed threshold of 0.025, however, a cluster of voxels in the left ROI was found to be more active during the semantic task compared with the syntactic task (BA 38, 41, 42 = 0.005 during the perception of correct sentences in one or both tasks. Portions of BA 46 (= 48 38 9) and the frontal operculum (= 36 32 –5), as well as a region partially including BA 44 (= 38 33 14) were active during the perception of correct sentences during the syntactic task, but did not pass threshold for the semantic task. Adjacent to the BA 46 region responding preferentially to the syntactic task, we also identified a subregion whose activation only passed threshold during the semantic task, (P = 0.10). Thus, within the sentence localize, RIOs, task-specific selective attention effects were only found for the compositional semantic attention task, only in a relatively small fraction of the ROI voxels, and only in the left hemisphere. Within the larger fraction of the ROI that did not respond differently to the 2 task conditions, we noted that activation levels in left hemisphere were nonetheless greater for both of the attention conditions than for the passive listening condition from the sentence localize (Fig. 3). There was no difference between the task conditions and the passive listening conditions in the right hemisphere ROI (P > 0.1). In sum, 1) the left hemisphere sentence localize-defined ROI contained 2 subregions: a relatively large subregion that was equally modulated by both selective attention tasks (tasks > passive), and a smaller subregion that was only modulated by the compositional semantic attention task (semantic task > syntactic task = passive listening); 2) the right hemisphere sentence localize-defined ROI was not modulated by either attention task (tasks = passive).

**Sentence Processing in the Frontal Lobe**

The focus of our investigation was on the response properties of the ATL. However, we briefly address here frontal lobe activity during the tasks and sentence localize for comparison and descriptive purposes. Coinciding with Mazoyer et al. and Humphries et al.’s findings, our sentence localize did not identify any frontal regions more active during passive listening to sentences compared with noun lists. Therefore, frontal RIOs were selected for investigation based on other criteria, namely their location in the left inferior frontal lobe and their activation at P < 0.005 during the perception of correct sentences in one or both tasks. Portions of BA 46 (= 48 38 9) and the frontal operculum (= 36 32 –5), as well as a region partially including BA 44 (= 38 33 14) were active during the perception of correct sentences during the syntactic task, but did not pass threshold for the semantic task. Adjacent to the BA 46 region responding preferentially to the syntactic task, we also identified a subregion whose activation only passed threshold during the semantic task, (P = 0.10). Thus, within the sentence localize, RIOs, task-specific selective attention effects were only found for the compositional semantic attention task, only in a relatively small fraction of the ROI voxels, and only in the left hemisphere. Within the larger fraction of the ROI that did not respond differently to the 2 task conditions, we noted that activation levels in left hemisphere were nonetheless greater for both of the attention conditions than for the passive listening condition from the sentence localize (Fig. 3). There was no difference between the task conditions and the passive listening conditions in the right hemisphere ROI (P > 0.1). In sum, 1) the left hemisphere sentence localize-defined ROI contained 2 subregions: a relatively large subregion that was equally modulated by both selective attention tasks (tasks > passive), and a smaller subregion that was only modulated by the compositional semantic attention task (semantic task > syntactic task = passive listening); 2) the right hemisphere sentence localize-defined ROI was not modulated by either attention task (tasks = passive).

**Discussion**

The present study investigated the response properties of the ATL during the perception of normal, error-free sentences. BOLD responses were first recorded during passive listening to sentences and noun lists to define an ROI with relatively selective responses to sentence-level stimuli, as had been observed in several previous studies. Then, syntactic and...
compositional semantic error detection tasks were employed to modulate attention to syntactic or compositional semantic properties. Consistent with previous research, we identified a large perisylvian network that responded to listening to sentences compared with rest (Mazoyer et al. 1993; Dronkers et al. 1994, 2004; Friederici and Von Cramon 2000; Friederici et al. 2000; Humphries et al. 2001, 2005), and a much more focal site in the ATL bilaterally that responded more during listening to sentences compared with listening to lists of words (Humphries et al. 2001, 2005; Vandenberghe et al. 2002). In addition, the left ATL region that we identified as having a semantic task preference (#4 in Table 1 and Fig. 2), significantly overlaps with the left ATL subregion that Vandenberghe et al. found to have greater activity for structured sentences than for scrambled sentences, but only when the structured sentences were semantically coherent. (This conclusion is based on the Talairach coordinates and the number of voxels in the cluster reported by Vandenberghe et al. Both regions are in BA 38.) Although whole brain analyses of task effects suggested task-dependent subregions of this ATL ROI, direct contrasts between the syntactic and semantic tasks within the ROI showed 1) that most of the voxels in both the left and right hemisphere ROIs responded equivalently to the 2 task conditions, and 2) that a subset of voxels in the left ROI were more active during the compositional semantic task than the syntactic task. The lack of a syntactic effect in the ATL ROI cannot be attributed to general task difficulty differences as performance did not differ on the 2 tasks, nor can the lack of an effect result from a general failure of the syntactic task to elicit any kind of modulatory response in the brain, as several regions outside the ATL ROI were modulated by the syntactic task relative to the semantic task (e.g., see left frontal regions #5, 7, and 8 in Fig. 2), and within the left ATL ROI, the syntactic task lead to greater activation than the passive listening task in the sentence localizer scan. In sum, the sentence-selective ATL ROI appears to be equally sensitive (or insensitive) to syntactic and compositional semantic tasks, except for a small subregion in the left ROI, which is differentially modulated by attention to compositional semantic features of the stimuli relative to a task that requires sensitivity to syntactic features. Below, we interpret these findings within the context of previous sentence processing neuroimaging and neuropsychological research, as well as discuss the benefits of implementing a selective attention paradigm to investigate the neural correlates of sentence processing.

Response Properties of Anterior Temporal Cortex

Previous research has implicated the anterior temporal cortex in processing speech containing syntactic structure (Mazoyer et al. 1993; Humphries et al. 2001, 2005; Vandenberghe et al. 2002; Meyer et al. 2003). Similarly, in the present study, we found that bilateral ATL regions demonstrated an increased BOLD response while listening to sentences compared with noun lists. A major question is whether this ATL activation reflects semantic integration operations, some form of
syntactic computations, or both. These alternatives are difficult to distinguish in previous studies because manipulations of one aspect of a linguistic string (its syntactic or semantic properties) necessarily affects processing within the other, and because the effects of processing syntactically or semantically altered strings is unclear. Our selective attention task attempts to avoid these problems by inducing attention to, and therefore enhancing activation of, processes involved in one of these 2 properties of normal sentences.

One subregion of the sentence-defined left hemisphere ATL ROI responded more during attention to compositional semantic properties than during attention to syntactic properties of the same (error-free) sentences. This finding suggests that at least a portion of this ROI is more involved in semantic than syntactic operations. However, the subregion that showed this effect represented only a small fraction of the entire sentence-defined ATL ROI. The majority of the ROI did not differentially respond to the 2 task conditions. This non-differential response could have occurred because the region is sensitive to neither attentional task, or because it is sensitive to both attentional tasks equally. A comparison of the activation levels for the 2 attention tasks relative to the passive listening task in the sentence localizer scan suggests the latter possibility for the left hemisphere ROI. That is, both the semantic and syntactic attention tasks lead to greater activation in the nondifferential response subregion of the sentence-defined ROI than did the passive listening condition in the localizer. This increase in activation levels during the attention tasks might have resulted from either better signal to noise in the attention runs where we collected more trials, or from a generalized attention effect, not specific to language processing. However, this seems unlikely given that the right hemisphere ROI did not show the same effect, nor did several other regions throughout the brain (e.g., regions #2, #4, #6, and #13, do not show generalized task > passive effects). We therefore tentatively conclude that most of the left hemisphere sentence-defined ROI is modulated by both attention to compositional semantic and syntactic features of sentences, whereas a smaller portion is only modulated by attention to compositional semantic features. This, in turn, may indicate that this region as a whole participates in both syntactic and compositional semantic operations. It will be instructive in future studies to test the specificity of these selective attention effects (i.e., are they specific to sentence-level attention tasks?), and whether attention to different syntactic properties of sentences might yield different results.

Although portions of the ATL show relatively selective responses to syntactically structured sentence-level stimuli, and although this region appears to increase its response during attention to syntactic properties of sentences, it is nonetheless unlikely that the ATL alone supports syntactic computations in sentence processing. For example, lesion evidence indicates that ATL damage can disrupt sentence comprehension, but only for relatively more complex items such as morpho-syntactically complex sentences (Dronkers et al. 2004) and ambiguous sentences (Zaidel et al. 1995). Further, even substantial bilateral ATL atrophy in semantic dementia does not produce the kinds of syntactic deficits one would expect if the ATL was a central hub for syntactic computations (Garrard and Hodges 2000). Semantic dementia patients, however, do present with significant domain-general conceptual-semantic deficits (i.e., the deficit is not restricted to the linguistic domain). Perhaps the ATL is broadly involved in conceptual-semantic integration or access (Patterson et al. 2007), with a portion of it dedicated to interacting with linguistically constrained semantic integration. Clearly, a great deal of work is needed to sort out ATL involvement in this range of processes. It will be important in this effort to clearly distinguish between domain-general conceptual-semantic processes versus language-related lexical and combinatorial semantic processes.

Semantic Processing in the Posterior Temporal Lobe

The severity of semantic deficits in semantic dementia has led several groups to emphasize the role of the anterior temporal regions in word-level semantic processes (Scott et al. 2000; Gorno-Tempini et al. 2004; Spitsyna et al. 2006) (although, again it is important to distinguish lexical from conceptual-semantic processes). More traditional accounts of lexical-semantic processing based on focal lesion data (typically stroke) (Hart and Gordon 1990) as well as functional imaging studies (Binder et al. 1995) have emphasized the posterior temporal lobe (Hickok and Poeppel 2000, 2004, 2007). The present study found a relatively large region of cortex in the left posterior temporal lobe that appeared to be more sensitive to combinatorial semantic than syntactic processes (see Figs 1B, 2A). This finding is consistent with the view that posterior temporal regions are playing a significant role in some aspect of semantic processing. Other recent functional imaging studies have also emphasized a role for posterior temporal and temporal-parietal areas in semantic processing (Humphries et al. 2006). It is unclear whether these posterior areas are involved in linguistic-specific, or domain-general semantic processes, and it is still unclear what form of semantic processes might be involved.

Role of Frontal Cortex in Sentence Processing

Although the specific aim of the present study was to further characterize the role of the ATL in sentence processing, because Broca's area has figured prominently in hypotheses regarding syntactic processing in the brain (Just and Carpenter 1992; Just et al. 1996; Stromswold et al. 1996; Caplan et al. 1998; Dapretto and Bookheimer 1999; Caplan and Waters 1999; Martin 2003), we also examined response properties of Broca's region. Our results indicate that inferior frontal regions typically identified in the sentence processing literature are modulated by attention to syntactic or sentence-level semantic properties (see Fig. 2). However, none of these inferior frontal regions are more active during passive listening to sentences compared with noun lists (using the threshold at which ATL sentence ROIs were identified). This result coincides with the hypothesis that Broca's area's involvement in speech processing is task dependent, and recruited during high-load conditions (e.g., the participants' increased analysis of and attention to sentence properties that are typically processed automatically) (Just and Carpenter 1992; Love et al. 2006).

Conclusion

Our findings are consistent with the view that a portion of the ATL is involved in sentence-specific processing. A majority of this region, particularly on the left, appears to be sensitive to both syntactic and compositional semantic properties of sentences, with a smaller fraction sensitive primarily to compositional semantic properties. In addition, we have
demonstrated that a selective attention paradigm can be an effective tool to investigate the cortical components of natural sentence processing.
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**Appendix A**

Correct Sentences Presented during Selective Attention Tasks
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Sentences Presented during Localizer Scan

Three students were accused of cheating on the exam. Twenty hungry men sat down in the tiny diner. The gray mouse quickly scurried underneath the dusty rug. Fifteen properties were sold by the realtor last month. The spring crops were destroyed during the surprise blizzard. The fish were swimming frantically in the leaky tank. Security cameras were filming the robbery. My rude professor unfairly grades my research papers. An old car broke down in the middle of the freeway. The boxer was punching his opponent in the jaw. It was the butler who shot the colonel in the study. Five cups of flour are needed for this recipe. An eager salesman is approaching the customer. The championship game was postponed because of the rain. It was midnight when the baby finally fell asleep. The butler who shot the colonel in the study.

Noun Lists Presented during Localizer Scan

Sentence data was selected from the general science articles of Science magazine from 1990 to 1999, to provide a broad range of semantic content. Each sentence was presented during the localizer fMRI scan, to lateralize brain regions involved in semantic processing. The sentence content was classified into semantic categories, including animals, plants, tools, and objects, to explore domain-specific processing. The ROIs included the left inferior frontal and superior temporal cortex, to study the functional anatomy of language comprehension.
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